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Most	of	the	baryonic	maHer	in	the	universe	is	plasma.	
	
Magne4c	fields	play	vital	roles	in	astrophysical	processes	star	forma4on,	thermal	
conduc4on,	accre4on,	turbulence,	par4cle	accelera4on,	dynamos,	etc.	
	
Plasma	astrophysics	allows	the	study	of	phenomena	at	extreme	regions	of	
parameter	space	that	are	inaccessible	in	the	laboratory.	

		Plasma	Effects			

Visible	Universe	is	99.999%	plasma.		
The	Sun	is	about	100%	plasma,	as	are	all	stars.	
Plasma	makes	up	nearly	100%	of	the	
interplanetary,	interstellar	and	intergalac4c	
medium.	The	Earth's	ionosphere	is	plasma.	



		Standard	defini4on	of	Plasma				

ü  “Plasma”	named	by	Irving	Langmuir	in	1920’s	
	
ü  	The	standard	defini4on	of	a	plasma	is	as	the	4th	state	of	maHer	

(solid,	liquid,	gas,	plasma),	where	the	material	has	become	so	hot	
that	(at	least	some)	electrons	are	no	longer	bound	to	individual	
nuclei.	Thus	a	plasma	is	electrically	conduc4ng,	and	can	exhibit	
collec4ve	dynamics.	

						A	plasma	is	an	ionized	gas,	or	a	par4ally-ionized	gas	(quasi-neutral).	

ü  Even	though	the	interac4on	between	any	pair	of	par4cles	is	
typically	weak,	the	collec4ve	interac4ons	between	many	par4cles	is	
strong.	2	examples:	Debye	Shielding	&	Plasma	Oscilla4ons.	

Refer:	hHps://www.plasma-universe.com/	



		Types	of	Plasma				



	
The	Plasma	Universe	is	a	term	coined	by	Nobel	Laureate	Hannes	
Alfvén	to	highlight	the	importance	of	plasma	throughout	the	Universe.	
	



		Plasma	Effects			
So	far	we	have	assumed	that	our	propaga4on	medium	to	be	vacuum.	
	
But	radia4on	propagate	through	plasma.		

A	plasma	is	a	gas	in	which	an	important	frac4on	of	the	atoms	is	ionized,	
so	that	the	electrons	and	ions	are	separately	free.		
	
Globally	neutral	ionized	gas	is	called	plasma.	

Because	some	or	all	par4cles	are	electrically	charged	and	capable	of	crea4ng	
and	interac4ng	with	electromagne4c	fields,	many	phenomena	not	present	in	
ordinary	fluids	and	solids	can	be	found	in	plasmas.		
	
A	plasma	is	a	conductor	of	electricity,	but	a	volume	with	dimensions	greater	
than	the	so-called	Debye	length	exhibits	electrically	neutral	behavior.	At	a	
microscopic	level,	corresponding	to	distances	shorter	than	the	Debye	length,	
the	par4cles	of	a	plasma	do	not	exhibit	collec4ve	behavior	but	instead	react	
individually	to	a	disturbance,	for	example,	an	electric	field.		



Most	of	the	observable	maHer	in	the	Universe	has	been	in	the	plasma	state.		
In	this	state,	normal	atoms	have	had	some	or	all	of	their	electrons	ripped	
away	because	of	intense	hea4ng	or	collisions.			
	
On	the	largest	scales,	maHer	is	dominated	by	gravity,		but	on	smaller	scales,	
those	charged	ions	interact	with	each	other	and	with	electric	and	magne4c	
fields	to	help	create	structure	and	channel	momentum	and	energy.		
	
Plasma	astrophysics	aims	to	study	and	help	understand	how	plasmas	behave	
in	order	to	understand	the	detailed	birth,	evolu4on,	and	death	of	the	wide	
variety	of	structures	we	can	see	in	the	universe:	from	stars	and	planetary	
systems,	to	galaxies	and	clusters	of	galaxies.	
	

		Plasma	Astrophysics			

Reference	:hHp://www.bu.edu/csp/files/2014/08/Zweibel_BU_2014-v2.pdf	



		Dispersion	in	cold	isotropic	plasma			

For	a	medium	with	dielectric	constant	ε	

Dielectric	constant	ε	

Plasma	frequency	

Rela4on	between	ω	and	k	are	called	dispersion	rela4on	
	
Consider	plasma	consists	of	electrons	with	density	n	

Plasma	frequency	for	electron	

Dispersion	rela4on	



		Dispersion	rela4on			
All	the	informa4on	about	the	propaga4on	of	a	given	plasma	wave	mode	is	
contained	in	the	appropriate	dispersion	rela4on,	which	relates	the	angular	
frequency	w	to	the	wave	number	k	(magnitude	of	the	propaga4on	vector	k).	
	
	Some	of	the	important	parameters	readily	seen	from	the	dispersion	equa4on	
are:	
(i)	Phase	velocity	:	v(ph)=w/k	
(ii)	Group	velocity	:	v(g)=dw/dk	
(iii)	Propaga4on	region	frequency	range	where	
the	wave	is	able	to	propagate		
(iv)	Reflec4on	points:	frequency	at	which	the	
propaga4on	region	is	limited	by	infinite	phase	
velocity		
(iv)	Resonance	points:	
frequency	at	which	energy	can	be	transferred	
to	plasma	par4cles	(zero	phase	velocity,	and	
infinite	group	velocity)	
(v)	Wave	growth	or	damping	



		Dispersion	in	cold	isotropic	plasma			

Dispersion	rela4on	connec4ng	k	and	ω	can	be	wriHen	as		

When	ω<ωp	the	wave	number	is	imaginary	

ωp	:	plasma	cut	off	frequency	below	which	no	electromagne4c	propaga4on.	
	
Example	:	Earth’s	ionosphere	prevents	radia4on	<	1	MHz	from	being	observed	
from	Earth’s	surface	(corresponding	to	n~104	cm-3	)	



	plasma	frequency			

Plasma	frequency	cutoff	helps	to	probe	ionosphere.	
	
	
	
Electron	density	can	be	determined	as	a	func4on	of	height.	

A	pulse	of	radia4on	in	a	narrow	range	about	ω	be	directed	straight	upward	from	Earth	
	
When	there	is	a	layer	where	n	is	large	enough	to	make	ωp>	ω,	the	pulse	will	be	totally	
reflected	from	layer.	
	
Get	informa4on	of	height	from	4me	delay	of	pulse	
	
Repea4ng	these	measurements	at	many	different	frequencies	electron	density			
as	a	func4on	of	height	can	be	determined	



		Faraday	Rota4on			
A	plane	polarized	wave	will	not	keep	a	constant	plane	of	polariza4on,	but		
its	plane	will	rotate	as	it	propagates.	

Decomposi4on	of	linear	polariza4on	into	right	and	les	circular	polariza4on	

Faraday	rota4on	of	the	plane	of	polariza4on		



ü  		Waves	

ü  	Shocks	

ü  	Instabili4es	

ü  	Turbulence	

ü  	Par4cle	accelera4on	

ü  	Dynamo	:	Converts	kine4c	energy	to	magne4c	energy	

ü  	Reconnec4on:	Converts	magne4c	energy	to	kine4c/thermal	energy	
and	par4cle	energiza4on	alters	magne4c	field	connec4vity	

		Fundamental	processes	in	plasma	
astrophysics			



			

		Radia4ve	processes	at	a	glance	
+	few	problems	from	each	topic			



We	can	measure	the	following	quan44es:	
ü  The	energy	in	the	radia4on	as	a	func4on	of	
a)	posi4on	on	the	sky	
b)	frequency	
ü  	The	radia4on’s	polarisa4on.	
	
	
From	these	measurements	we	can	hope	to	determine	
ü  Physical	parameters	of	the	source	(e.g.	temperature,	composi4on,	size)	
ü  The	radia4on	mechanism.	
ü  The	physical	state	of	the	maHer.	

						Need	to	understand	the	difference	between	osen	used	terms:	luminosity,		
flux	density,	specific	intensity	and	specific	energy	density.	

		Radia4ve	transfer	



		Radia4ve	transfer		
(Lecture	1-3)	



		Radia4ve	transfer	
Low	frequency	regime	

Einstein’s	coefficients	



Example	1:	Calculate	the	total	flux	at	a	point	P	coming	from	an	isotropic,	
op4cally	thick	sphere	of	radius	R.	
Op4cally	thick:	emission	comes	from	only	surface	
Isotropic:	I	is	same	for	each	point	of	the	surface	



Example	1:	Calculate	the	total	flux	at	a	point	P	coming	from	an	isotropic,	
op4cally	thick	sphere	of	radius	R.	
Op4cally	thick:	emission	comes	from	only	surface	
Isotropic:	I	is	same	for	each	point	of	the	surface	

Solu2on	



Example	2:	Upon	reaching	a	planet,	part	of	the	central	star	radia4on	will	be		
reflected	and	the	rest	will	be	absorbed	and	re-emiHed	as	a	cooler	blackbody.		
In	the	spectra	of	planets	both	of	these	components	are	observed.	Consider	the	
case	of	Jupiter,	with	radius	RJ	=	7.1	×	109	cm	and	mean	orbital	radius	
aJ	=	7.8	×	1013	cm.	Assume	that	the	spectrum	of	the	Sun	is	a	perfect	
blackbody.	
(a)	Suppose	that	Jupiter	perfectly	reflects	10%	of	the	light	coming	from	
the	Sun.	Calculate	its	reflected	luminosity.	At	which	wavelength	does	
it	peak?	In	which	spectral	band	is	it	observed?	
(b)	At	which	wavelength	does	the	re-emiHed	luminosity	peaks?	In	which	
spectral	band	is	it	observed?	



Example	2:	Upon	reaching	a	planet,	part	of	the	central	star	radia4on	will	be	reflected	
and	the	rest	will	be	absorbed	and	re-emiHed	as	a	cooler	blackbody.	In	the	
spectra	of	planets	both	of	these	components	are	observed.	Consider	the	
case	of	Jupiter,	with	radius	RJ	=	7.1	×	109	cm	and	mean	orbital	radius	
aJ	=	7.8	×	1013	cm.	Assume	that	the	spectrum	of	the	Sun	is	a	perfect	
blackbody.	
(a)	Suppose	that	Jupiter	perfectly	reflects	10%	of	the	light	coming	from	
the	Sun.	Calculate	its	reflected	luminosity.	At	which	wavelength	does	
it	peak?	In	which	spectral	band	is	it	observed?	
(b)	At	which	wavelength	does	the	re-emiHed	luminosity	peaks?	In	which	
spectral	band	is	it	observed?	

Hint	for	Solu4on:	
(a)  Solar	flux	reaching	Jupiter	

Reflected	Luminosity		
	
	
(b)	Find	wave	length	from	Wien’s	law		



		Basic	Theory	of	Radia4on	Fields	
(Lecture-4)	

Maxwell’s	equa4on	

Poyn4ng’s	theorem	

Radia4on	Spectrum	

Polariza4on	and	stokes	parameter	
Monochroma4c	light	

Degree	of	polariza4on	



		Radia4on	from	moving	charges	
(Lecture-5)	

E	and	B	are	replaced	by	Φ(r,t)	and	A(r,t)		Scalar	and	vector	poten4al		

Retarded	poten4al		

Velocity	field	
(near	filed)	

Accelera4on/Radia4on	field	
(far	field)	

Larmor’s	Formula		



An	op4cally	thin	cloud	surrounding	a	luminous	object	is	es4mated	to	be	1pc	in	
radius.	If	the	central	object	is	clearly	seen,	what	is	an	upper	bound	for	the		
electron	density	of	the	cloud,	assuming	that	the	cloud	is	homogeneous.		



An	op4cally	thin	cloud	surrounding	a	luminous	object	is	es4mated	to	be	1pc	in	
radius.	If	the	central	object	is	clearly	seen,	what	is	an	upper	bound	for	the		
electron	density	of	the	cloud,	assuming	that	the	cloud	is	homogeneous.		
	
Hint:	τ=neσTR<1	



Consider	a	par4cle	of	mass	m	and	charge	e	moving	(v<<c)	in	a	constant		
magne4c	field	B.	Show	that	the	frequency	of	circular	mo4on	is	ωB=eB/mc.	
Find	out	total	emiHed	power.	(RL	3.2)	



		Dipole	approxima4on	
(Lecture-6)	

Differences	in	retarded	4me	across	source	is	negligible		

Spectrum	of	radia4on	for	dipole	approxima4on		

Thomson	scaHering	cross	sec4on		

=	σT	~0.66	x10-24	cm2	



Rela4vity	
(Lecture	6,7)		

Special	theory	of	rela4vity	

Length	contrac4on	(length	of	a	moving	rod	appears	smaller)	
	
Time	dila4on	(moving	clock	appears	slower)	

Four	vectors	

Transforma4on	of	veloci4es		
	
Addi4on	of	veloci4es		
	
Beaming	effect	
	
Energy	of	a	moving	body	Ek=moc2/√(1+v2/c2)	

Rela4vis4c	Doppler	effect		

Proper	4me	

Space-4me	is	a	four-vector:	xµ	=	[ct,	x]	
For	μ=0,1,2,3	

Problem	based	on		
these	rela4ons	



		Rela4vity	Examples	of	four	vectors	

Space-4me	is	a	four-vector:	xµ	=	[ct,	x]	
	
Four-vectors	have	Lorentz	transforma4ons	between	two	frames	
with	uniform	rela4ve	velocity	v:				
	
															x’	=	γ(x	−	βct);																	ct’	=	γ(ct	−	βx)	

xµxν	=	c2t2	−	|x|2	=	c2t’2	−	|x’|2	=	s2	

Charge/current	four-vector	 Poten4al	four-vector		Jµ	=	[cρ,	J]	

Con4nuity	equa4on,	Lorentz	gauge	condi4on,	Poisson’s	equa4ons	in	terms	of	four	vectors	

Electromagne4c	field	tensor		

Express	Maxwell’s	equa4ons	in	terms	of	electromagne4c	field	tensor		



		Rela4vity	
Method	of	virtual	quanta	

Fields	are	mostly	transverse	(in	y	direc4on)	since	(Max	Ex)/(Max	Ey)=	Υ		

Fields	of	the	moving	charges	are	concentrated	in	the	plane	transverse	to	its	mo4on		
into	an	angle		of	order	of	1/γ	

EmiHed	power	is	Lorentz	invariant	



Example	1:	A	source	has	a	specific	intensity	Iν	and	is	moving	rela4vis4cally	with	respect	
to	a	sta4onary	observer	(in	the	reference	frame	K).	Derive	the	rela4onship	between	the	
specific	intensity	measured	by	an	observer	in	the	reference	frame	K	and	the	specific	
intensity	seen	in	the	comoving	frame	K0	(i.e.,	the	frame	where	the	source	is	at	rest).	

		Rela4vity	



Example	1:	A	source	has	a	specific	intensity	Iν	and	is	moving	rela4vis4cally	with	respect	
to	a	sta4onary	observer	(in	the	reference	frame	K).	Derive	the	rela4onship	between	the	
specific	intensity	measured	by	an	observer	in	the	reference	frame	K	and	the	specific	
intensity	seen	in	the	comoving	frame	K0	(i.e.,	the	frame	where	the	source	is	at	rest).	

		Rela4vity	

Hint	:	dE=hνdN=	γdE’	
dΩ=γ2	dΩ’	
	
Iν/γ3	=Lorentz	invarient	

Hint:	



		Rela4vity	
In	non	rela4vis4c	domain,	a	source	of	radia4on	having	fluctua4on	of	dura4on	Δt	
must	have	a	physical	diameter	of	the	source	of	order	of	D<cΔt.	
Consider	an	op4cally	thick	spherical	shell	of	radius	R(t)	that	is	expanding	with		
rela4vis4c	velocity	β~1,	γ>>1,	and	is	energized	by	a	sta4onary	point	source	at	its	center.		
Considering	rela4vis4c	beaming	effects	show	that	if	the	observer	sees	a	fluctua4on	from		
the	shell	of	dura4on	Δt	at	4me	t	,	the	source	may	actually	be	of	radius	R<2γ2cΔt.	
(RL	4.1)				



		Rela4vity	
In	non	rela4vis4c	domain,	a	source	of	radia4on	having	fluctua4on	of	dura4on	Δt	
must	have	a	physical	diameter	of	the	source	of	order	of	D<cΔt.	
Consider	an	op4cally	thick	spherical	shell	of	radius	R(t)	that	is	expanding	with		
rela4vis4c	velocity	β~1,	γ>>1,	and	is	energized	by	a	sta4onary	point	source	at	its	center.		
Considering	rela4vis4c	beaming	effects	show	that	if	the	observer	sees	a	fluctua4on	from		
the	shell	of	dura4on	Δt	at	4me	t	,	the	source	may	actually	be	of	radius	R<2γ2cΔt.	
(RL	4.1)				

Hint:		Δt>R/c(1-cos	θc)	~	(R/2c)	θc2,		θc	~	1/γ	



		Bremsstrahlung	
(Lecture	8,9)	

Emissivity	(energy	emiHed	per	unit	volume	per	unit	4me	per	unit	frequency)	

Free-free	absorp4on	coefficient	



		Bremsstrahlung	
ü  At	low	ν,		τν	>>1	 Black	body	like	spectrum	

ü  At	high	ν,		τν	<<1	 Flat	spectrum	

Turn	over	at	hν=kT	

Non	thermal	Bremsstrahlung	



		Bremsstrahlung	

Example	1:	A	ionized	hydrogen	gas	(Z	=	1)	of	a	number	density	ne	=	ni	=	6	×	102	
cm−3	of	a	size	1019	cm	and	ini4al	temperature	of	800	0K	cools	via	thermal	
bremsstrahlung.	
(a)	How	long	does	it	take	for	the	gas	to	cool	down	to	T	=	0?	Assume	
Gaunt	factor	g	=	1.	
(b)	Find	the	luminosity	of	the	en4re	nebula	in	terms	of	solar	luminosi4es.	



		Bremsstrahlung	
A	ionized	hydrogen	gas	(Z	=	1)	of	a	number	density	ne	=	ni	=	6	×	102	
cm−3	of	a	size	1019	cm	and	ini4al	temperature	of	800	0K	cools	via	thermal	
bremsstrahlung.	
(a)	How	long	does	it	take	for	the	gas	to	cool	down	to	T	=	0?	Assume	
Gaunt	factor	g	=	1.	
(b)	Find	the	luminosity	of	the	en4re	nebula	in	terms	of	solar	luminosi4es.	
Hint:	L=εff	V	



Example	2:	Orion	nebula	is	one	of	the	the	brightest	HII	regions	on	the	sky.	Its	
angular	size	is	approximately	1	deg	and	we	know	that	its	distance	is	around	
400	pc.	This	region	emits	thermal	bremsstrahlung	radia4on	with	transi4on	
from	op4cally	thick	to	op4cally	thin	regime	at	1	GHZ	and	cut-off	frequency	at	
200	THz.	
(a)	In	observa4ons,	the	measure	of	the	cutoff	frequency	is	a	way	to	determine	
the	plasma	temperature.	Es4mate	the	temperature	of	Orion	nebula.	
(b)	Assuming	that	NGC1976	has	a	spherical	shape,	es4mate	the	number	
density	of	the	region	



Example	2:	Orion	nebula	is	one	of	the	the	brightest	HII	regions	on	the	sky.	Its	
angular	size	is	approximately	1	deg	and	we	know	that	its	distance	is	around	
400	pc.	This	region	emits	thermal	bremsstrahlung	radia4on	with	transi4on	
from	op4cally	thick	to	op4cally	thin	regime	at	1	GHZ	and	cut-off	frequency	at	
200	THz.	
(a)	In	observa4ons,	the	measure	of	the	cutoff	frequency	is	a	way	to	determine	
the	plasma	temperature.	Es4mate	the	temperature	of	NGC1976.	
(b)	Assuming	that	NGC1976	has	a	spherical	shape,	es4mate	the	number	
density	of	the	region	

Hint:	a)	cut-off	frequency	hν=kT	,	hence	determine	temperature	
b)	Op4cally	thinàop4cally	thick	at	τ=1,	τ=αL	



Example	3:	Consider	a	sphere	of	ionized	hydrogen	plasma	that	is	undergoing	
spherical	gravita4onal	collapse.	The	sphere	is	held	at	constant	isothermal	
temperature	T0,	uniform	density	and	constant	mass	M0	during	the	collapse,	
and	has	decreasing	radius	R(t).	The	sphere	cools	by	emission	of	
bremsstrahlung	radia4on	in	its	interior.	At	t	=	t0	the	sphere	is	op4cally	
thin.	
(a)	What	is	the	total	luminosity	of	the	sphere	as	a	func4on	of	M0,	R(t)	
and	T0	while	the	sphere	is	op4cally	thin	

(b)	What	is	the	luminosity	of	the	sphere	as	a	func4on	of	4me	aser	it	
becomes	op4cally	thick?	
(c)	Give	an	implicit	rela4on,	in	terms	of	R(t),	for	the	4me	t1	when	the	
sphere	becomes	op4cally	thick.	
(d)	Draw	a	qualita4ve	curve	of	the	luminosity	as	a	func4on	of	4me.	



Example	3:	Consider	a	sphere	of	ionized	hydrogen	plasma	that	is	undergoing	spherical	
gravita4onal	collapse.	The	sphere	is	held	at	constant	isothermal	temperature	T0,	
uniform	density	and	constant	mass	M0	during	the	collapse,	
and	has	decreasing	radius	R(t).	The	sphere	cools	by	emission	of	
bremsstrahlung	radia4on	in	its	interior.	At	t	=	t0	the	sphere	is	op4cally	
thin.	
(a)	What	is	the	total	luminosity	of	the	sphere	as	a	func4on	of	M0,	R(t)	
and	T0	while	the	sphere	is	op4cally	

(b)	What	is	the	luminosity	of	the	sphere	as	a	func4on	of	4me	aser	it	
becomes	op4cally	thick?	
(c)	Give	an	implicit	rela4on,	in	terms	of	R(t),	for	the	4me	t1	when	the	
sphere	becomes	op4cally	thick.	
(d)	Draw	a	qualita4ve	curve	of	the	luminosity	as	a	func4on	of	4me.	

Hint:	(a)	Lthin=	εffV	
	

													(b)	Lthick=	4πR2σT4		

								(c)	Lthick=	Lthin	find	out	rela4on	between	R(t0)	versus	T0	



		Synchrotron	+	Compton	
(Lectures	10,11,12)	

Calculate	characteris4c	synchrotron	frequency	for	electrons	with	Υ~104	at	
a	magne4c	field	of	0.1	G.	What	is	the	frequency	of	gyra4on?	Show	that	in	
this	case	photon	energy	in	electrons	rest	frame	is	small	compared	to	mc2.	
What	does	this	imply?	

Problems	on	cooling	4me	calcula4on.	



		Synchrotron	+	Compton	

Calculate	characteris4c	synchrotron	frequency	for	electrons	with	Υ~104	at	
a	magne4c	field	of	0.1	G.	What	is	the	frequency	of	gyra4on?	Show	that	in	
this	case	photon	energy	in	electrons	rest	frame	is	small	compared	to	mc2.		

Problems	on	cooling	4me	calcula4on.	



		Synchrotron	
What	is	the	typical	energy	of	a	scaHered	photon	when	2	GeV	cosmic	ray	
electrons	interact	with	the	photons	of	the	microwave	background	radia4on,	
which	has	a	temperature	of	T	=	2.73K.	What	is	the	Lorentz	factor	of	incident	
electrons?	

Hint:	

Black	body	

Determine	γ	



About	Final	Exam	
27th	August(2:30-5:30)	

Closed	book/notes	
Calculators	allowed	

Total	:100	marks	

Objec4ve:	10	 Theory:	30	 Problem:	60	

Prac4ce	problems	discussed	in	Lectures,	Assignment,	Mini-tests,		
Rybicki	and	Lightman	and	more		

Explain	all	the	symbols	you	use.	
Complete	numerical	calcula4ons.	
Write	neatly.		

Request	



End	of	Lectures	


